
BRIAN CLARKE

“Brian was such a professional! Nothing was too much trouble and he was always available with expert 
advice to make the home loan process run smooth and painless. Thank you Brian. Adrianne”

“I cannot fault Brian’s knowledge or customer service skills. He has been patient with me for about 
2 years whilst I was sorting out my finances (aka curbing my online shopping addictions!) Buying my 
first house was always daunting to me but with Brian’s assistance, he made the process effortless and 
smooth. Rose “

“Brian is always professional, honest and always makes you feel very comfortable that he is doing 
everything possible to get you the best outcome. I have no hesitation in recommending Brian to Family 
and Friends. Jenny”

“Brian was helpful and involved from the first e-mail I sent to him. He offered on-going support 
throughout my entire first home buying experience. I have already recommended him to my friends. 
Chanel”

“Excellent customer service, very understanding to our situation. We had been trying to get finance 
through another broker in the first situation were being given the run around by him swapped over to 
lifespan to be provided with the best service and fast approval. Highly recommend using the team, and 
will return should I ever need to look at my situation in the future. Kylie”

DAVID MOORE

“The best in the biz!! David has exceptional customer service and knowledge. Building my first home 
with my Finance and we had no idea what we were getting ourselves into. David was always available 
for calls and prompt emailing helping us every step of the way. We would recommend him to everyone. 
Kirsteen “

“Myself and my partner were referred to David as we were planning to join our separate home and 
financial lives by purchasing a block with the view to building our house in the near future. We both 
had complex personal situations and Dave brought it all together for us in a way we could never have 
done. We supplied the information and he did all the rest. Kept us informed and worked through some 
banking issues that were frustrating at times. His service and commitment is second to none. We would 
highly recommend his services. Greg & Narelle.”

“I would like to thank David and all the team and Lifespan Mortgage Services. I have continually found 
David to be very professional and his attention to detail and prompt responses to my many questions 
is second to none. The level of detail in the information David provided recently really assisted me 
to make an informed decision about my personal financial situation. David ensured I can achieve the 
maximum benefit from my lending institution and did all the leg work to put into place the necessary 
paperwork on my behalf. All I needed to do was read through and sign the final papers. I feel reassured 
that my mortgage is now working more effectively for me and I will certainly recommend Lifespan 
Mortgage Services to my family, friends and colleagues into the future. Susan “

“David provided me with the most competitive rate for my investment loans. His actions were prompt 
and I felt like he acted for me to ensure my needs and objectives were catered for, foremost and 
primarily. I was not hesitate to recommend David to everyone I know. Nathan “



“David was fantastic. Buying & selling a home is extremely stressful. but our finance was one area 
we didn’t need to stress about. David met with us, found out what we needed an, offered us several 
different options. Once we decided which was best, he then organised everything and kept us up-to-
date with the progress. No question was too difficult, and he was always prompt with his responses. We 
really can’t recommend him highly enough !! Thank you so much, we will and have recommended him 
to everyone we know.”

ROBERT RANKIN

“We have dealt with Robert for over 10 years, and every year his service is of the highest level. Above 
and beyond does not begin to describe how far Robert has gone for us, we can’t recommend him 
highly enough. Dan”

“Very patient, understanding of what’s required for the loan, and listens to what he can do for you, But 
isn’t afraid to put forward options I wouldn’t have considered. Paul “

“Robert has been brilliant. He was introduced to me via my father in 2006 and has played an integral 
role helping me achieve life goals - buying a unit, building a house, buying a car, weddings, divorces, 
refinancing.... I intend to continue utilising Roberts’s expertise through the ups and downs of life and 
highly recommend to anyone who seeks a highly competent professional mortgage broker. Tanya”

“Thank you Robert for your dedicated help, I really appreciate your quick assistance, especially within 
the short time frame I had. I have no hesitation in referring Robert at Life Span to my friends and family. 
Geraldine”

KANE WILLIS

“Working with Kane on purchasing our first home made the whole process unbelievably easy. We went 
from thinking buying a property wasn’t going to be possible (we had a VISA hurdle thrown in) to having 
finance approved within weeks. I would highly recommend Kane and the team at Lifespan; they know 
the market, are professional and are excellent and friendly to work with. Casey “

“Kane’s service was excellent. He got us a fantastic deal, was efficient and easy to work with. Would 
highly recommend him. Michael”

“Kane goes above and beyond to ensure you get the best deal and save the most money you can. 
Would recommend him to anyone looking for a broker. Melissa”

“Hi Kane & Richelle Thank you for all your help getting me into my new apartment. I don’t have a very 
good poker face and I’m sure the bank manager would know exactly what I was thinking! Having 
someone approach the banks for me elevated the stress of having to feel like I was going to them 
pleading my case. I appreciate your assistance. Sue”

“Great service, always up to date, approachable and authentic. Daniel “



“Great service, great choice and the right products. Stephen”

PETER MILES

“I had such a great experience with Peter’s service. He knows the industry inside-out. Peter is such 
a friendly person yet very professional. I highly recommend Peter’s service to any of my families and 
friends. Enjo”

“Hi Peter, Thanks for the great service, the whole borrowing experience is daunting at first but made 
easy with your experience in the field. Daniel”

“Peter was very helpful and understanding with changing my mortgage and achieved everything in a 
smooth and simple manner. Kelly”

“Peter has been our financial advisor for more than 20 years and has always provided excellent advise. 
He has gone out of his way to obtain the best deal and his follow up service is excellent. I would highly 
recommend Peter to anyone seeking financial advice and assistance. Carla”

 “I like the fact that you were honest and trustworthy, you had a good understanding of my individual 
requirements and the complexities of the share start mortgage. Karin”

“Peter - professional cares.  He did not disregard us or walk away knowing our limit, but keep finding 
best options suit our situation. - Friendly but respectful, thoughtful, experienced and willingness to 
educate us about financing and mortgaging system, anytime of the day. -overall client service, top!  
Teddy”


